WEEK 1 (Saturday, Mar 28) - Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
$10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

April Hunt, One Emory
Aamonm Hage, EDH Pharmacy #1
Frank Brown, Fearless and Rowdy Trailblazers
Christian Zippinger, WW Refreshing Steppers
James Allen, Blueberry Runners
Jorge Nicolas, Marathons
Jayson Patel, Team Spirit
Jesse Elipuy, nofightimages
Josh Gilbert, PDC Champions
Kim Landrum, Symmetry Avangers
Katie Green, LITS Comfortable Leaders
Laura Hansen, EJCH Fast Feet at the Creek
Leanne Albers, Team TF
Marla Croan, Blood, Sweat, and Curls
Megan Freddie, OSU Walks the Walk
Morgan Elliott, EUH Respiratory
Norman Hulme, Blomeyer Runners
Oma Biyuke, noflightimages

Sharon Rogers, DOM Red Hot Chili Steppers
Yolanda Brown, Queens of Quality

WEEK 2 (Thursday, April 2) - Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
$10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

Francis Fernandes, LITS AV & Video Services
Abdulraz Qip, UNBREAKEN BOND
Jessica Gourdet, Murray, Red Hot Chili Steppers (TEPHINET)
Jessica Gourdet, Murray, Red Hot Chili Steppers (TEPHINET)
Candis Freeman, OIM
Joel Eggebeen, EP Research
Debbie Hull, Views from The 242
Jon Hamilton, Not Fast Just Furious
Donna Knight, MICROBIOLOGY IS COOL

WEEK 3 (Monday, April 6) - Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
$10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

Danielle Rubenberns, GBS West Wing Walkers
Brittany Benson, Mind Over Matter
Denese Jester, ECAS Connections
Emilie Fillon, It's greater in Decatur Plaza
Helen Baker, Do bicyclists walk?
Erica Morgan, Taylor, EHI EH Walking with a purpose
Jace Rogers, One Step a Time
Heather Samady, ESA Anesthesia
Libby Livingston, Retired Couch Potatoes_GBS
Elizabeth Berlin, Stonecrest Steppers
Jerrold Brown, MAC Daddies
Lisa Winn, EJCH Normal Range – Laboratory
Timothy Bailey, Onset and Conquer
Maya Scott Martin, MCUs Pouchers
Leigh Young, FS Steps To Tokyo
Penny Nguyen, Anesthesia Alert
Lydia Coa, UT Dallas Center Steppers
Richard Wright, EJCH Imaging Team
Marlene Cotter, EM and Pathology
Sandra Karem, Winship Social Workers
Maryau Bennet, EAC Power Walkers
Sara Tannen, Baby Steps
Melody Johnson, The LITsiblings
Tara Holliday, Johns Creek Crushers

WEEK 4 (Wednesday, April 15) - Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
$10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

Anne Dodd, High Acharing Ambulances
Caroline Sanders, Mighty Powerhouse Runners
Caroline Drebea, The Hufflepuffs
Christina Beals, Check Our Footwork
Olivia Sparlin, 1762 The Fast and the Curious
Emily Walker, EHS Executive Health
Ellen Whitney, UNPHINMS
Jasmine Allen, EDH Rehab Subspecialists
Jess Arnollo, Recreation & Wellness
Jessica Harmon, Walkie Talkies
Lula Crutchfield, UAB RESC's Down Under
Judy Seely, MEU-Makers
Maureen Thomas, Walking Buddies
Julie Smith, ECHC Peeps Ops Steppers
Meghan Franzén, Treading on TB
Michael Hirschens, Sassy Feet
Paul Emerson, Team IR
Michelle D, Hottestpers
Faye Wang, CSWR Walk
Vernard Robbins, High Steppers

WEEK 5 - Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
$10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

Anne Dodd, High Acharing Ambulances
Caroline Sanders, Mighty Powerhouse Runners
Caroline Drebea, The Hufflepuffs
Christina Beals, Check Our Footwork
Olivia Sparlin, 1762 The Fast and the Curious
Emily Walker, EHS Executive Health
Ellen Whitney, UNPHINMS
Jasmine Allen, EDH Rehab Subspecialists
Jess Arnollo, Recreation & Wellness
Jessica Harmon, Walkie Talkies
Lula Crutchfield, UAB RESC's Down Under
Judy Seely, MEU-Makers
Maureen Thomas, Walking Buddies
Julie Smith, ECHC Peeps Ops Steppers
Meghan Franzén, Treading on TB
Michael Hirschens, Sassy Feet
Paul Emerson, Team IR
Michelle D, Hottestpers
Faye Wang, CSWR Walk
Vernard Robbins, High Steppers

WEEK 6 - Surprise Prize Winners 6,000+ Steps
$10 Grocery Store Gift Cards

Anne Dodd, High Acharing Ambulances
Caroline Sanders, Mighty Powerhouse Runners
Caroline Drebea, The Hufflepuffs
Christina Beals, Check Our Footwork
Olivia Sparlin, 1762 The Fast and the Curious
Emily Walker, EHS Executive Health
Ellen Whitney, UNPHINMS
Jasmine Allen, EDH Rehab Subspecialists
Jess Arnollo, Recreation & Wellness
Jessica Harmon, Walkie Talkies
Lula Crutchfield, UAB RESC's Down Under
Judy Seely, MEU-Makers
Maureen Thomas, Walking Buddies
Julie Smith, ECHC Peeps Ops Steppers
Meghan Franzén, Treading on TB
Michael Hirschens, Sassy Feet
Paul Emerson, Team IR
Michelle D, Hottestpers
Faye Wang, CSWR Walk
Vernard Robbins, High Steppers